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Toolbar Explanation

Setup page size, width. 

Setup page size, length.

Build new document.

Open an existing document.

Save a document.

Preview first page of a document.

Print a document.

Add a numbering object.

Preview of numbering sequence.

Insert a picture, use “lock” or “unlock” icon to drag to 
enlarge or reduce the size of picture.

Insert a textbox.

Delete selected object.

Only work with text box to change the order of layer.

Only work with numbering box to change the order of layer.



Rotate numbering  object or textbox. Rotating result 
can not be displayed on editing page, however, it can be 
viewed on preview page and printed on final printing.

Setup how many digits of numbering, when set to “0", 
it will be natural numbers without 0 prefix.

Set up start and end numbers, when start number is 
less than end number, it will be forward numbers. when 
start number is bigger than end number, it will be 
backward numbers.

 Setup printing repeat times, e.g. start number is 1, 
 end number is 10,  when 10 is printed, it can start again
 from 1 to repeat the following. 

Setup printing repeat times of each number, e.g. “0001",
”0001", “0002", “0002".....  when it is set to 1.

Display coordinate of objects (numbering, textbox 
or picture), can also use“+” or “-” to move the object.

Select the font and size for numbering object 
or textbox.

Change the font to Bold, Italic or Underline 
numbering object or textbox.

for 

Adjust to left aligned, centre aligned or right aligned for 
numbering object or textbox. 
Note: when digits set to “0", this tool can apply on all 
page of numbering, e.g.“1" and “100" can be left or right 
aligned on the relevant pages.

Set the backcolor and font color for 
textbox.
Default backcolor is transparent, however, it can not be 
displayed on editing page, but can be viewed on 
preview page and printed on final printing.

numbering object or 

Make picture box or text box move or not move, when 
picture box is locked, image size can be enlarged or 
reduced by dragging the right bottom corner of image 
with mouse.

Setup increment or decrement between two numbers.


